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Abstract—This paper presents a real-time Consistent Monocular EKF-SLAM process. We introduce the notion of bias which
allows to model the natural drift of the SLAM process. Thanks
to it, the consistency of the filter is guaranteed. By connecting
the bias to the different landmarks and to the vehicle pose, the
estimates become tightly bound to the SLAM drift. It means
that a loop closure, for instance, will naturally estimate the bias
and so correct the vehicle pose and landmark positions without
any special processing. We developed a dedicated architecture in
order to integrate the bias. It uses an Extended Kalman Filter
and has the advantage to be totally decorrelated from the classical
SLAM process. Thanks to it, any algorithm, with any kind of
sensors or methods, can be used instead of the monocular SLAM
employed in this paper, as long as it produces landmark estimates
and their uncertainty. This approach was validated with a real
experiment composed of a long loop.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The Simultaneous Localization And Mapping (SLAM)
problem is considered as the key element for truly autonomous
vehicles. Over the past two decades, many researchers involved in the mobile robotics field have proposed different
methods to achieve this goal [12]. A very broad range of
solutions with different approaches and sensors has been
published [1]. However, some issues still need to be tackled
in order to have systems working regardless of the trajectory
performed and at a reasonable cost.
One of the least expensive solutions relies on a system
based on a single camera. It has also the advantage of
being easy to calibrate. Stereo vision, though cheap, requires
an important calibration phase. Nevertheless, with a single
camera, estimating the depth of a landmark is not an easy
task. Indeed, it requires several observations of the same
point with enough parallax to refine accurately its position.
Meanwhile, the successive linearizations necessary to achieve
this precision are risky because done far from the true value
[4]. Consequently, estimated landmarks, and so the vehicle
pose, can be wrong. Some solutions are able to drastically
reduce this undesirable effect [6][8] without totally removing
it. Using only one camera also adds the problem of the scale
factor estimation. Indeed, with such a setting, it is impossible
to estimate the scale of the map built. More problematic,
this scale factor slowly drifts along the trajectory inducing
inconsistency [20]. This effect can be countered by using an
odometer and thus constraining the scale factor. The odometer
error is cumulative and also tends to diverge. However, the
results produced by these algorithms are good enough to rely
on these sensors [5]. In this paper, a single camera, odometric

information and the steering angle are used to perform SLAM.
However, besides scale factor and odometry, SLAM processes themselves tend to drift over time [3] providing wrong
vehicle and landmark localizations. Though good convergence
properties have been demonstrated in the linear case [11],
real world applications imply non-linear equations that do not
guarantee the consistency of the estimation process (Extended
Kalman Filter and Particle Filters) [17]. It can be seen as: the
longer the distance traveled, the more the vehicle localization
will be subject to inconsistency. This means that the true
pose of the vehicle will not be included in the uncertainty
of the estimated vehicle state. Several authors have discussed
the importance of this phenomenon [7][18] and how it is
tightly bound to the error concerning the orientation estimate
[2][15]. Although these results have not been demonstrated,
experiments tend to confirm them. Another central element
is the distance between the point around which the model is
linearized and the true point. The farther the estimate is, the
more likely inconsistency happens [16]. This is a crucial point
that authors try to avoid by using submapping methods [14].
By limiting the size of the submaps, it is possible to reduce
the linearization errors and consequently the drift. However, it
only works at a submap level. The global map, keeping track
of all the submaps, is still affected by the drift and it is only
by finding links between the submaps that the drift can be
reduced.
Being able to recognize previously mapped areas, and so
reduce the SLAM drift, has become a whole topic called loop
closing. It is a difficult task because of the inconsistency of the
estimation process. Indeed, the estimated vehicle pose is not
reliable and so not a good help to track loop closure. It means
that a special algorithm, separated from the estimation process,
must be dedicated to identifying previously mapped areas.
Once a loop closure is detected, the new knowledge must
be incorporated into the global map with a special treatment.
Most approaches use a camera to identify loop closing. Visual
bag of words [13], joint compatibility between landmarks
[10] or classifiers specifically trained to recognize previously
mapped areas [21] are examples of methods able to detect
loop closing with a high degree of certitude. However, these
are only detectors and as such they do not consider integrity.
Indeed, even after closing the loop, when the drift is drastically
reduced, consistency is still not guaranteed. For instance, the
part of the trajectory located at the opposite side of the loop
might still be affected by drift.
As mentioned before, monocular SLAM is particularly

prone to linearization errors and so, is even more concerned
by the SLAM drift. Combined with the changing scale factor
induced by the use of a single camera (though odometry
will limit this problem), consistency is impossible to achieve
with long trajectories. In this paper, we propose a general
framework to take into account the SLAM drift in an Extended
Kalman Filter. This framework can be used with any kind of
SLAM algorithm as long as it provides landmark estimates and
uncertainties. Though it is applied here to the monocular problem, any other sensor can be utilized without any constraint.
Loop closure algorithms presented before can also be added
in order to certify when fusion between landmarks must be
accomplished. The drift can also be estimated thanks to georeferenced information which can easily be integrated thanks
to the bias framework.
Our contributions are the following:
• Modeling the SLAM drift
• Integrating it in an EKF in order to guarantee data
integrity and perform seamlessly loop closing
• Building a general framework usable by any estimation
algorithm
• Validating our approach with real experiments in a monocular context
This paper will be organized as follows: Section II will
explain the notion of bias which can be seen as the SLAM
drift. Then, section III will introduce the architecture built
around the bias and how it is integrated into the EKF. Section
IV will eventually present the experiments realized and detail
the results obtained.
II. N OTION OF BIAS
The direct consequence of the SLAM divergence is that
there is a gap between where the vehicle thinks it is and where
it truly is. This gap can be seen as a bias of the estimation
process. Indeed, though information is properly interpreted
inside the vehicle frame, the vehicle pose itself is affected
by a bias which has an impact on the landmark locations in a
global frame. By estimating accurately this bias, it is possible
to correct the vehicle pose and so the landmark positions.
The bias can also be perceived as the parameters allowing the transformation from the estimation frame to a nondivergent frame. As we are evolving with 6D of freedom (3D
position and 3 associated angles), the transformation is set by
6 parameters:
T
b = bx by bz bαx bαy bαz
with bx , by and bz being a position bias and bαx , bαy and bαz
an angular one. Similarly, a vehicle can be defined as:
T
v = vx vy vz vαx vαy vαz
Considering that the vehicle state v is expressed in a biased
frame, we can define G, an unbiased frame which actually
represents a consistent estimation of the true world. Passing
from the biased frame to G can be done easily for the vehicle
state as the bias is additive:
vG = Rv + b

(1)

with R being:

R=

R3D (bαz , bαy , bαx ) 03×3
03×3
I3×3



where R3D is the product of 2D rotation matrices. With a
landmark i:
T
li = lxi lyi lzi
we can express the transformation to the non-divergent frame
as:
 
bx i
lGi = R3D (bαz i , bαy i , bαx i )li + byi 
(2)
bzi
where bi is the bias associated to the landmark li .
Nevertheless, a loop closure, or a sensor giving an absolute
localization, is needed in order to estimate the bias and have
an idea of the drift. Still, without it, we need to be able to
guarantee the consistency of the given localization. Consequently, each parameter composing the bias has a dedicated
uncertainty. The non-linear functions (1) and (2) linking the
biased state to the true one allow to compute an associated
covariance matrix for each landmark and for the vehicle pose
thanks to the corresponding Jacobians.
Restricting the bias to a single estimation is inaccurate as
it tends to change depending on the distance traveled. For
instance, if we consider that at the beginning of a trajectory
the bias is non-existent, after several meters it will not be the
case. Consequently, its evolution can be indexed according to
the distance traveled, meaning the curvilinear abscissa. To do
so, it is necessary to have a dynamic model allowing to make
the bias evolve following the curvilinear abscissa and so the
trajectory. The value of the bias at one point of the trajectory
is tightly bound to the distance between its previous estimation
and the distance between those two estimations. We used an
AR(1) model to represent the evolution of the bias. It can be
written as:
bs = bs−1 + ε

(3)

where ε is a 6-parameter vector containing the drift between
the curvilinear abscissas s − 1 and s. ε is assumed to be
a white noise and so cannot be characterized. This lack of
knowledge will be integrated into its associated covariance
Pε . Without any estimation of the bias (with a loop closing
for instance), its uncertainty (Pbs here) will grow in order to
keep the consistency of the filter. A bias estimation will lower
the uncertainty of the vehicle pose and of all the landmarks
concerned. Indeed, by linking each bias estimation to the
previous, it is possible to apply, without further computation
or special treatment, the update of the bias to all the landmarks
concerned. Of course, landmarks located at the opposite side
of the loop closing point will be less affected by the update
that those in the vicinity of the closing point. Nevertheless, it
will be done naturally depending on how the bias has evolved.

III. B IAS INTEGRATION
A. Architecture
Integrating the bias estimation directly into the SLAM
algorithm has many drawbacks especially in a monocular
case. Indeed, the bias is an estimation of the divergence of
the vehicle pose and consequently of the landmarks. When
a landmark is added to the SLAM process, its uncertainty is
important because of the lack of information about its depth.
Adding the bias will only mix depth and bias uncertainties.
The result is that, after a few iterations, the landmark will
slowly converge towards its value biased by the divergence
of the SLAM and reduce the uncertainty without separating
the one caused by the bias from the uncertainty of the depth
estimate. At the end, the bias uncertainty will be close to zero,
thus losing the filter consistency.
Likewise, mixing the uncertainties will make possible some
landmark positions previously unavailable. For instance, with
a big enough bias, the landmark uncertainty could include
locations behind the observer. Thus, it would become possible
to update a landmark just observed behind the camera. It would
cause wrong estimates (for landmarks and the vehicle) and
would not correct the divergence. This action can only be done
thanks to a loop closing (or with absolute localizations). Consequently, integrating the bias inside the estimation process is
not possible without causing important damage to the system.
Moreover, by tightly linking the bias to the SLAM process,
it would prevent any other algorithm (EKF or PF, camera or
LRF...) to directly integrate the bias method proposed here,
which is very restrictive.
Here, we propose a totally separated estimation process
(“high-level SLAM”) which collects accurate landmarks out
of a classic SLAM (often called in this paper “low-level”)
and handles the bias. Though applied here to a monocular
case, any SLAM algorithm furnishing landmarks and their
uncertainty can be used. It means that the sensors used in
the SLAM, and the SLAM method itself (EKF, PF...) do
not matter. This separation also allows the low-level SLAM
to have no memory. Indeed, as collecting the landmarks
is relegated with the bias handling in another process, the
SLAM filter just needs to transfer the landmarks which have
converged to the high-level process which will handle them
afterwards. The direct consequence is that the low-level SLAM
algorithm comes closer to visual odometry in our case, making
it faster because of the lighter maps. Of course, only accurate
landmarks are kept in the high-level SLAM because they
are the ones relevant when closing a loop (finding a loop
with inaccurate landmarks can be complicated). Bringing the
modifications made in the low-level to the high-level is not
interesting either as it would force us to break the map and
re-build it with the updated links which is costly.
When transferring landmarks to the high-level, there is no
need to keep the links established in the covariance matrix
between the vehicle and the landmarks and between the
landmarks themselves. Only the landmark positions and their
own uncertainty must be kept. As the landmarks transferred are

those which have converged (small uncertainty below a threshold), the links that connect them thanks to the bias is way more
important than the ones established during the SLAM process,
making them meaningless regarding the estimation process.
It is an important asset for applications with communication
needs (multi-vehicle). Figure 1 shows how the SLAM process
is connected to the algorithm which takes care of the bias. In
this Figure, P∗ represents the covariance of ∗.

Fig. 1.

Architecture around the bias estimation

In Figure 1, we can see that only the landmarks having
converged (framed ones) are sent to the high-level SLAM
which handles the bias. The vehicle pose can also be sent in
order to have an up-to-date estimate. The first bias is initialized
at the beginning of the trajectory. Each new arriving landmark
is then connected to the whole state vector thanks to the
bias. The low-level SLAM could remove the landmarks sent
to the higher-level SLAM. However, they are kept until they
cannot be seen because they are very accurate and thus help
maintaining the new landmarks which are less precise. In order
to not distract the monocular SLAM, all the actions performed
to handle the bias are done in a separated thread. Landmarks
that should be added to the high-level SLAM are placed in a
queue in which a timed thread iterates. Figure 2 shows how
the whole process is working.

Fig. 2.

Algorithm around the bias estimation

It can be seen that the monocular SLAM is interacting
with the high-level SLAM only by a FIFO. Each landmark

is taken from the FIFO and an association is sought with the
landmarks already in the state vector. If none is found, the
landmark is added via a special process which establishes the
links with the rest of the state vector. In case of an association,
a fusion process is triggered. It will allow to estimate the
bias and reduce its uncertainty throughout the whole map. As
explained before, each landmark is affected by a unique bias.
However, initializing a bias per landmark is not suitable for
a real time process. Consequently, a condition (based on the
distance traveled) is checked in order to know whether or not a
new bias must be initialized and inserted into the state vector.
B. Integration
The integration of the bias is handled by an Extended
Kalman Filter. It offers several advantages in our situation.
The main one is bound to the fact that each bias is linked to
the previous one. One could integrate this information using
the non-linear function linking landmarks and biases and then
compute the Jacobians associated in order to create this link in
the global covariance matrix. However, this task can easily be
handled by the EKF. Moreover, the Extended Kalman Filter is
well-known to facilitate the integration of various information
sources in order to furnish the best estimate possible. With
this in mind, the filter in charge of the bias could also be
used to integrate information coming from the infrastructure
for instance. Geo-localized landmarks would help to reduce
the drift and would be easy to add in the EKF. A GPS would
also come in handy to provide an absolute localization in order
to constrain the drift to the GPS uncertainty. With the EKF, it
can easily be done.
The vehicle pose is affected by a bias whose value depends
on the curvilinear abscissa. It means that a landmark initialized
at an abscissa s − 1 will be subject to a different bias that
another one initialized at s. However, integrating a bias per
landmark can be costly as it means that the size of the state
vector will grow quickly. In order to limit the load of the filter,
we chose to integrate a new bias estimate according to the
distance traveled. For example, landmarks initialized between
the abscissas s − 1 and s will be affected by the bias bs−1 .
This approximation is suitable as long as the distance between
each bias estimate is not too important.
In order to create the links between the different biases and
landmarks already in the state vector, the initialization of a
new bias is performed thanks to the EKF. The new bias is
first inserted into the state vector and an infinite variance is
added into the covariance matrix. An update step of the EKF
is then accomplished to get the true uncertainty and create
the links with the rest of the state vector. Based on Equation
(3) and after having inserted the new bias with an infinite
variance, we are able to refine the uncertainty by considering
the difference between the two consecutive biases. Let define
hb n the observation function used in the update step of the
EKF. We observe here the evolution of the bias, meaning the
difference between two consecutive bias estimates (bs and
bs−1 ). We can then compute the associated Jacobian Hb :


Hb = 06×··· −I6×6 06×··· I6×6
(4)

The identity matrices correspond to where the biases bs−1 and
bs are stored inside the state vector. Similarly, the observation
noise is defined as:
Rb = Pbs − Pbs−1

(5)

where Pbs is the current uncertainty associated to the bias
and Pbs−1 the previous one. The Kalman gain can then
be computed and applied to the covariance uncertainty, thus
recreating all the missing links between the new bias and the
rest of the state vector.
Landmark initialization is a little bit different though starting the same way. First, the landmark is inserted into the state
vector with an infinite uncertainty. The bias is added to the
landmark thanks to Equation (2). It is then followed by an
update step from the Kalman gain. In our case, the observation
zl is the value of the landmark out of the low-level SLAM (just
after convergence) and which is affected by the drift:
zl = l i
Rl = Pli
where Rl is the observation noise meaning the uncertainty of
the landmark out of the low-level SLAM (Pli ). Consequently,
the observation function hl is the non-linear function allowing
to pass from a drift-aware landmark to a classic one (it can
be seen as the inverse of Equation (2)):

 
bx i
hl (bi , lGi ) = RT3D (bαz i , bαy i , bαx i ) lGi − byi  (6)
bzi
Hl , the Jacobian of hl can then be computed. The details will
not be given for space purposes but deriving according to bi
and lGi is easy. Once the EKF update is performed, the new
landmark will take into account the bias and be linked with
all the previous landmarks and biases.
The main point of this EKF is to perform loop closing,
meaning association between two landmarks here, in order to
estimate the bias and reduce its uncertainty which impacts all
the landmarks. The fusion process is very similar to what have
been described before. Let consider a landmark lj , coming
from the low-level SLAM, that has been associated with a
landmark lGi in the high-level map. lj is affected by a bias bj
already inserted into the state vector. This can be summed up
this way: lGi and lGj represent the same landmark but affected
by a different bias. We can thus specify the observation of the
Kalman filter and its noise as (f stands here for fusion):
zf = l j
Rf = Plj
We then define the non-linear function hf whose objective
is to link the landmark already in the state vector lGi with the
current bias bj . Similarly to Equation (6):

 
bx j
hf (bj , lGi ) = RT3D (bαz j , bαy j , bαx j ) lGi − byj  (7)
bzj

The innovation of the EKF becomes:
∆ = zf − hf (bj , lGi )

(8)

Just as before, the computation of the Jacobian Hf associated to the function hf is straightforward and will not be
detailed here. The Kalman gain can then be computed and the
correction applied. The current bias uncertainty will decrease
towards the bias associated to the landmark already inserted.
As all the links between the different biases and landmarks
have already been established, the whole state vector will be
naturally (more or less) affected by this fusion.
IV. E XPERIMENTS
In order to validate the principle of the bias exposed in
this paper, a trajectory with a loop was performed. However,
in order to detect loop closures, a data association process
must be designed. In the monocular context we are in, many
algorithms doing so can be found [9][19].
Nevertheless, they can be costly or difficult to implement.
The idea was to validate the way the bias is working over loop
closing, not to create a new algorithm able to detect properly
all loop closures. This is why we chose to stick to a simple
algorithm illustrating the efficiency of our method. A better
algorithm could still be implemented once the bias concept
was fully validated. Here, individual compatibility between
new landmarks and those already in the high-level map is
tested. Thanks to the fact that the integrity of the filter is kept
by taking into account the bias, individual compatibility is a
valid measure. The landmarks that are said compatible with
an incoming landmark are then evaluated via a correlation
between their patches. The best score above a fixed threshold
indicates an association. As a consequence the two landmarks
can be fused.
The experiment presented here was accomplished with an
electrical vehicle (VIPALAB) on an urban realistic platform
called PAVIN. This one is composed of roads, sidewalks,
buildings, roundabouts... A single camera was used, combined
with odometric information and the steering angle. A Real
Time Kinematic (RTK) GPS was also equipped but only for
comparison purposes. It served to compare the results obtained
after loop closing to an accurate ground truth in order to
evaluate the quality of our method. The vehicle was moving at
approximately 2 meters per second. The camera was mounted
inside the vehicle on the ceiling. It was acquiring images at
15 FPS.
The trajectory is about one-hundred-meter long. It is composed of a long loop and continues on the same path for
about 10 meters. The monocular SLAM mapped around 60
landmarks over the trajectory. Those landmarks are those
considered accurate enough (uncertainty below a threshold)
to be used in the high-level SLAM in order to estimate the
bias. The whole application was running in real-time. Figure 3
shows the results of the monocular SLAM algorithm compared
to the ground truth.
The black curve is the ground truth and red curve is
the trajectory built by the low-level SLAM. There is an

Fig. 3.

Results of a drift-aware monocular SLAM

important odometry drift. Also, it can be seen at the end of
the trajectory that the angle is wrong and so the vehicle is
slowly deviating from the true path. More importantly, the red
ellipses, representing the uncertainty associated to the vehicle
pose, show that very quickly the filter loses the integrity. The
blue ellipses illustrate the uncertainty when considering the
bias. Here, the process does not look for associations but
just considers the bias for each landmark and vehicle pose.
It can be seen that the integrity is preserved during the whole
trajectory. The high-level SLAM is consistent whereas the lowlevel one is not.
Figure 4 shows the same results but when associations
between landmarks are performed.

Fig. 4.

Results of a drift-aware monocular SLAM with loop closing

The blue curve is the result of the algorithm when associations are accomplished. We can see that an important part of
the odometry drift is corrected. Similarly, the angle is properly
adjusted. The sudden jumps in the trajectory are due to the fact
that we initialize a bias according to the curvilinear abscissa.
A new bias is impacted by different values causing those
small jumps. More biases would smooth the whole trajectory.
The blue ellipses also demonstrate that the consistency is
still guaranteed even after having associated landmarks. The
error is smaller than previously thanks to the fusions realized.
With more associations, the uncertainty would be even more
reduced. In a similar manner, by continuing the trajectory and
finding associations, the process would be able to refine the

different bias estimates and so come closer to the ground truth.
Figure 5 shows the distance between the vehicle pose taking
into account the bias and the RTK GPS all along the trajectory.
Only the longitudinal and lateral errors are shown here.

described in this paper, some associations are missed. A
better data association algorithm could allow to estimate more
accurately the drift. We also plan to extend the notion of bias
to the multi-vehicle case. The separated architecture presented
in this paper could also fuse estimates coming from different
vehicles.
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